
NEW Service Kits and Service Part Case Packs
for Popular Aladdin Equipment

To better serve our customers, Aladdin Temp-Rite is excited to announce the availability of service kits which will simplify ordering 
replacement parts for many of our more popular pieces of equipment. These kits make it easier than ever to maintain your equip-
ment for optimal performance and appearance. Your service costs are also minimized by replacing all the worn components in one 
service visit, preventing follow up service visits with additional charges.

MD Cart Bumper Kits
These bumper kits for our MD carts provide the necessary bumpers (four 
side bumpers and four corner bumpers) with the necessary hardware to 
replace all the bumpers on a cart. This will ensure your carts look their best 
and minimizes damage to the carts and any objects they may run into.

13901 MD Side Load Carts with a Single Door

13902 MD Side Load Carts with Two Doors

13903 MD End Load Carts with Two Doors

13904 MD End Load Carts with Three Doors

MD Cart Caster Kits
Our MD cart caster kits come with the casters and fasteners to install all new casters 
on your cart and will ensure your carts are rolling smoothly and the brakes are working 
properly when parked. Replacement of these items will improve the maneuverability of 
your carts, reduce strain on employees, and increase safety. All caster kits also include 
replacement anti-static strips to ensure no one is “shocked” while moving the carts. It 
is best to replace all these items at once if the effort is being made to turn over the cart 
for service.

13897
Four Caster Config with 6” Balloon Casters
(includes 2 swivel and 2 rigid casters) 

13898
Six Caster Config with 6” Balloon Casters
(includes 4 swivel and 2 rigid casters)

13899
Four Caster Config with 8” Balloon Casters
(includes 2 swivel and 2 rigid casters)

13900
Six Caster Config with 8” Balloon Casters
(includes 4 swivel and 2 rigid casters)
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Dish Heater Tune-Up Kits
We also have tune-up kits for your DH07 and DH08 dish heaters which provide a 
fan motor, fan blade, power switch, heating element, high limit, thermostat, and 
springs. You can be sure your dishes are maintaining the proper temperatures 
and prevent the heaters from going down at inopportune times. All to keep those 
food temperatures up. The replacement springs also improve employee safety by 
preventing the need to reach down into a hot well to retrieve plates.

To order these or any other service parts, please contact our Technical Services department at techservice@aladdin-atr.com 
or 800-888-5426. We will also be happy to assist with identifying which models of equipment you have and which corresponding 
kits are appropriate.

Thank you for your continued partnership,

Mike Hobkirk
Manager of Customer Support Services
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13893 DH07 two well - Mfg. date through 2012 (16 springs)

13894 DH08 three well - Mfg. date through 2012 (24 springs)

13895 DH07 two well - Mfg. date 2013 and later (16 springs)

13896 DH08 three well - Mfg. date 2013 and later (24 springs)

Replacement Part Case Packs
To further increase the ease of ordering service parts, we are also now selling some of our more 
popular parts by the case instead of by the each.

Part No. Description Case Pack

12405 Springs for dish heaters and tray dispensers 24

99113 Door handles for MD carts 6

98188 Center door gaskets for ConvectRite 3 carts (Jr. 24 tray) 6

98186 Center door gaskets for ConvectRite 3 carts (Sr. 30 tray) 6

97278 Magnet strike plates for MD carts 12

10330 Drain assemblies for MD carts 6

97259 Six-inch swivel with brake balloon casters for MD carts 4

97260 Six-inch rigid balloon casters for MD carts 4

97261 Eight-inch swivel with brake balloon casters for MD carts 4

97262 Eight-inch rigid balloon casters for MD carts 4


